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Abstract:  Since many research continuously all has been devoting to the motion 
study navigation development. How to let students feel happy when they are 
learning becomes an important task. Students need helpful message when they are 
learning in the real environment by mobile device to learn concepts which they 
interested. This research purposes a learning navigation system in mobile learning 
environment based on learning performance and student's interesting.  Students can 
study concepts they need and follow guidance to next learning spot. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Motivation 
 

The traditional teaching materials are usually inflexible and defined before the class begins. This 
type of teaching materials cannot give appropriate information when the student in the different 
situation. The web technology is currently in prevailing use for e-learning giving students to learn 
resources while being physically remote from anywhere.  

U-learning extends from classic e-learning. U-learning is characterized by providing right 
collaborators(Clulow et al., 2003), right contents and right services in the right place at the right time 
based on students surrounding context(Ogata et al., 2004). 
 
Goal and Contr ibution 
 

Building a personal knowledge structure by using an active to analyze what student is interesting 
(Wu et al., 2008). Generating learning path by way of score both of student’ s personal knowledge 
structure and real environment by Information Theory. Students will be given adjutant navigation 
message stand on real environment and the order of learning path when they are moving between 
different learning scope. 
 
Section Descr iption 
 

Second section will be able to discuss the research results which past was connected, like 
e-learning development, knowledge structure application, as well as study result scoring way. Section 
three analyze personal formulation way of knowledge structure, make use of Information theory 



commenting amount and produce and study the route. Section four will explain the knowledge 
structure of the space, and according to the order learnt to click, produce the guide sentence in learning 
to move. Section five example come, prove, study route and guide production of sentence with one 
sample example. 
 
2. Research background  
 
Background of u-learning 
 
 Tradition teaching must provide materials before the class beginning and students learn in a fixed 
location which likes classroom. M-learning transforms the learning series. Students can depend on 
m-learning device to learn in real environment without limiting location. This is the reason why 
m-learning is so popular in these latter years. 

U-learning is the extension of m-learning, have moving nature, instant, individuality and 
interaction(Heo, 2003), can study the content to sort out, input, store, use once again at any time, except 
break through the restriction of the space, have broken through the restriction of time even more.  
 
Knowledge Structure for  Presenting Personalized human thinking 
 
 The concept map has proposed by Joseph D. Novak in 1960s which is a graphical tool for 
organizing and visualizing knowledge (Novak , 1984). Concept map is composed by concept nodes (to 
represent concepts) and linking phrases (to represent the relations among concepts). Hierarchical 
concept map uses hierarchical way to present the relations among concepts (Gagne et al., 1993; 
Rumelhart). In education, teachers often adopt the concept map to diagnose students' learning 
achievement and mental models (Turns et al., 2000). 

Each people all have different interest and the ponder pattern are not same, so student gradually 
hopes to offer personal service. Knowledge Map is a hierarchical structure (Kuo et al.,2002), and pay 
attention to the knowledge structure that produce according to the personal interest. A knowledge map 
has two benefits: (1) it denotes the relationships between concepts clearly, similarly to a concept map, 
and (2) it represents the related attributes of a concept, and stores them in a concept schema.  An 
example of Knowledge Map is show as Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  Knowledge Map Example 

 
3. Interest-based Learning Path Generation 
 
Personalized Knowledge Structure Construction 
 

At the very start, student selects a story, which he/she most to like from very many stories. The 
story which is chose can obtain personal theme interested the most via choosing by way of Story-telling. 
And its knowledge structure that all have behind each theme, have the things of studying instead of 
linking up. Each studying things that place have quantity might not same, and studying things each one 
the concept quantity that has might not be the same. 
 
Information Calculation 
 
 In this section, this research will be able to use in the above story knowledge map, will calculate 
each learning object the information theory. In 1948, Shannon defined a method to calculate 
information according to probability (Shannon , 1948). Information theory is used to compare the 



quantification of data. 
This research calculates each learning object the information theory. The data with higher 

information means more important and significant. Because in every learning objects, there are 
different special and concept attribute, so this thesis carries on the amount of information the study 
concept that students need and analyzes the size of amount of information of study things received is 
arranged in an order. 
The information of a learning object (oi) comes from the probability of the learning object appears in 
events. 

The equation would be )
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Figure 2.  Example of Characteristic Hierarchy 

 
Figure 3.  An example of knowledge of Objects 

There are two measures can be used to deciding navigating objects: Learning Object Information 
I(oi) and Characteristic Information I(cj

type). We assume all probability of characteristic types is equal. 

In Figure 2, the probability of 2

1
tc  is (1/3)*(1/4) = (1/12).  Therefore, the information of 

characteristic type 2

1
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The learning object information is the total information from its characteristics.  
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For example, the learning object o1 information in Figure 3 is: 
3417.111699.45859.35859.3)( 1 =++=oI  

 
Learning Path Generation 
 
 This research uses information to decide where student should go and which object should learn 
at first. According to studying in the place, all kinds of decision, the sum of the amount of information 
of learning objects that students need studies the order, can produce the route. 
 
4. U-learning Navigation Guidance 
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Figure 4.  Situated Map for campus and its objects 

 
Elements in Situated Map 
 
 Situated Map is that one stores things information had of space. Have stored information and 
included point, line, shape (Caduffet al., 2005; Elias ,2003). 

Point has a pair of coordinate of longitude and latitude (Del , 2003), which could be a learning 
object in Situated Map, like trees, flowers…etc. 
 Line could indicate road or river in Situated Map, which is usually not a learning point. 

Shape is a significant Situated Object in Situated Map. This research has mainly joined 
“ through-able”  attribute, therefore does not have with the car-navigation. Students could not cross this 
object if there is a Situated Object which shape type  “ through-able”  is false, so they must walk 
around the shape until to the destination. 

There is a diagram Figure 4 shows point, line and shape objects in Situated Map. 
 
Relationships between learning object in Situated Map 

There are three different kinds of Situated Object on Situated Map, and there are at least six 
relationships between each types of Situated Object shown as Table 1 such as point to point and shape 
to shape. 

Table 1.  Relationships between Objects on Situated Map 
Figure RO� O Directional Relationships 

 

Point to Point In front of, Back of, Right 
and Left. 

 

Point to Line 
In front of, Back of, Right 

and Left. 

 

Point to Shape 
In front of, Back of, Right 

and Left. 

 

Line to Line 
In front of, Back of, Right 

and Left. 

 

Line to Shape 
In front of, Back of, Right 

and Left. 

 

Shape to Shape 
In front of, Back of, Right 

and Left. 

 



Guidance Generation 

 
Figure 5.  Manipulation on Situated Map 

 In the u-learning environment, students move from one learning spot to another one in order to 
learn different knowledge form learning object. There are three manipulation types: M = { M in , Mmove , 
Mout } . For example, Figure 5 contains 2 Mout, 1 Mmove and 1M in during the moving on Situated Map. 
 The Figure 6 has following three manipulation types, and explains what they mean. 

�  (M in): Moving from child to parent on Situated Map, students go out of the parent node and 
search for the brother node of the parent node or its parent node. 

�  (Mmove): Moving from one node to another one in the same level on Situated Map, students 
don’ t go out or zoom in any Situated Object, and search for other brother nodes at the same 
level. 

�  (Mout): Moving form parent to child on Situated Map, students zoom in a parent node and 
search for the child node. 

 
Figure 6.  Manipulating in Situated Map 

 
5. Complete Example 
 
Flow-chat of the exper iment 
 
 This research uses following steps to help students when they are learning in the real 
environment. We designed a learning navigation system base on the knowledge map and information 
theory. In the beginning, students choose a theme from a lot of different themes at first in step A. In 
step B, the navigation guidance system using the knowledge map which we built before to compute the 
information theory order. The order is the learning path. In order to navigate students to the next 
learning spot, we need situated map to store the learning object information in the real environment. In 
step C, the system will provide a message to tell students how to go to next learning spot until they 
finish the study.  

 

 
Figure 7.  The system procedures 

Complete Example 



 
 In the example, we assume a student choose a theme. In Figure 2 and 3, the characteristic 
hierarchy knowledge map has many different chapters. The learning objects information shows in Table 
2. The information value represents the importance, the value is more greatly more important.  

Table 2.  The learning objects information 
Learning object Information 

Obj 1 11.3417 
Obj 2 11.5097 
Obj 3 15.0956 
Obj 4 10.9257 

 The learning object value order is Obj 3> Obj 2> Obj 1> Obj 4. Learning order is : Obj 3, Obj 2, 
Obj 1, Obj 4.The distribution of the learning objects shows in Figure 8. 

  
Figure 8.  Learning objects distribution 

 
Figure 9.  The situated map 

The situated map is including the learning object relationship. In Figure 9, there is a situated map for 
the learning theme. The relationship between Obj 3 and Obj 2 is Mout then Min. The relationship 
between Obj 4 and Obj 1 is Mmove. The student can use the navigation guidance system to go where to 
go. In this case, there is a sample example that has a knowledge map and a situated map. And how the 
system use the procedures to give the navigation. In Figure 10, the list is Obj3, Shape, Root, Shape, 
Obj2, Shape, Root, Shape, Obj1, Shape, Obj4. Student will get message when he wants to go the other 
learning scope. 



 
Figure 10. The order of situated map 

 
6. Conclusions 
 
Br ief Conclusion 
 
 This research hope provides to enhance the student to learn the interest the learning path. Let 
students can choose what theme they want, they will learn hard. And the navigation guidance system 
will give a helpful message to students to help them moving in the environment easily. The navigation 
guidance system provides navigation message base on situated map. The system has some 
improvement to do in future works 
 
Future works 
 
 The system has some improvement to do in future works according to the shortcomings in 
previous experiment: (1) there is no system which can transfer the theme to the knowledge map; (2) the 
learning path cannot in accordance with the situation change the learning path.  
 Next research will be focus on how to change the learning path when the student needs. For 
example, the student had learned not good enough to have necessary knowledge. The student will 
suggest an easily learning spot which has easily learning object before the student move to the next 
learning spot which the system plan before. 

Traditional teaching utilizes the examination to grade, because the intensity of setting theme 
differs, can't measure a person's real level. In the future, we maybe could use the Item Response Theory 
(IRT) to analyze learning effects. 
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